Add the word **consider** to these sentences.

I will __________ your request.

“_________ me shocked!” retorted Hassan.

Which would you like to ____________?

Which word class does the word **consider** belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **consider**.

Finish off the word **consider**.

con______  __der

____er  co____

Now write the full word.

Which of these words means the same as **consider**?

- contemplate
- conversation
- condensation

Write your own sentence containing the word **consider**.

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **consider**.

conssider  considre  connsidder
Add the word **continue** to these sentences.

___________ with the story.

“Please __________,” replied the butler.

Food prices ______________ to rise.

I hope the warm weather will __________.

Which of these words means the same as **continue**?

prevent   protect   prevail   persist

Write your own sentence containing the word **continue**.

__________________________________________________________

Which word class does the word **continue** belong to?

noun   verb   adjective

adverb   conjunction   pronoun

preposition   determiner

Trace the word **continue**.

**continue**

Finish off the word **continue**.

con______  ____nue

____e  c______

Now write the full word.

_________________________

Write the syllables of the word **continue** inside the hands.

_________________________

Write the word **continue**.

Which of these words means the same as **continue**?

prevent   protect   prevail   persist

Write your own sentence containing the word **continue**.

__________________________________________________________

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **continue**.

continew   continue   continyue
Add the word decide to these sentences.

I will take a while to ____________.

“When will you ____________?” asked Bo.

Read the menu and ____________.

How can I possibly ____________?

Trace the word decide.

Which of these words means the same as decide?

choose    remain    forfeit    sovereign

Write your own sentence containing the word decide.

Write the syllables of the word decide inside the hands.

Finish off the word decide.

dec____

___ide

_____de
de____

Now write the full word.

Which word class does the word decide belong to?

noun      verb      adjective
adverb    conjunction    pronoun
preposition    determiner

Write the syllables of the word decide inside the hands.

Finish off the word decide.

dec____

___ide

_____de
de____

Now write the full word.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word decide.

decide    deside    decided
Add the word **describe** to these sentences.

_________________________ what you can see.

“How would you __________ the suspect?”

I couldn’t possibly ______________ it!

____________________ your favourite meal.

Which of these words means the same as **describe**?

- support
- report
- relax
- reduce

Which word class does the word **describe** belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **describe**.

**describe**

**describe**

**describe**

Write a dictionary to define the word **describe**.

Write the syllables of the word **describe** inside the hands.

Finish off the word **describe**.

__des____

______ibe

____e
d_____

Now write the full word.

____________________

Write your own sentence containing the word **describe**.

____________________

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **describe**.

- discribe
- descrieb
- desscibe
Add the word **difference** to these sentences.

- It will make no ____________.
- “What’s the ____________?” asked Alice.
- What a ____________ it makes!
- We have a ____________ of opinion.

Use a dictionary to define the word **difference**.

Which word classes does the word **difference** belong to?
- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **difference**.

Which of these words means the same as **difference**?
- disappear
- dissimilar
- distrust

Write your own sentence containing the word **difference**.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **difference**.
- difference
- differance
- diffunce

Write the syllables of the word **difference** inside the hands.

Finish off the word **difference**.

Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: difference

Which of these words means the same as **difference**?
- disappear
- dissimilar
- distrust
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